
Lviv visit quiz Fountain of Neptune / Fontaine de Neptune
1 7 - Ioannina 7 GRC. ioa-georgios p Lviv City Hall is protected by .......... : UNESCO * UNICEF UN EUROPEAN UNION

2 8-Petroupolis GRC
8-Kostas 
Petroupoli

Latin Cathedral (dedicated to the Assumption of 
Virgin Mary) that is dated from 14th century ...

Is totally of baroque 
style

Has services in 
4 european 
languages*

was totally destroyed during the 
soviet rule

has a basic 
structure made of 
wood

3 7-Sălcuţa MDA

MD PETRU

When was founded the first university in 
Ukraine "Lviv Jesuit Academy" today called 
"Ivan Franko National University"? 16 November 1660 30 March 1665 20 January 1661* 1 June 1670

4 7-Ioannina pro GRC kyrtzoglou ioli

Le Musée d'ethnographie et d'artisanat d'art est 
l'un des plus grands et des plus anciens 
musées de ce type ...... en Ukraine

dans les pays 
d'Europe 
centrale

- en Ukraine et dans les pays 
d'Europe centrale et orientale 
(*)

dans les pays 
d'Europe orientale 
seulement

5 8-Lozova UKR Maria Kolubatko
Whose sculpture you find in Serbska street,7 in 
Lviv ?

Leopld von Sacher-
Masoch* King Arthure Pissing boy Lady Liberty

7 - Ioannina 7 GRC. ioa-athina ko
Building13, in Lviv, was a .......... in the period 
of Soviet time: Chocolate factory Tourist shop Grocery store * Post office

7 - Ioannina 7 GRC. ioa-aggelos nt 

The Assembly Hall, in Museum of Ethnography 
in Lviv, is decorated by the famous sculpturer 
of XIX century, ....... : Ivanovsky Abrahamovsky Bzovsky Levandovsky *

8-Petroupolis GRC
8-Leonidas 
Petroupoli

What is not true about Ethnography art Crafts 
Museum is that it

Is located in a 
building that once 
was a bank

Is famous about 
the clocks 
collection Is a small museum*

has not a collection 
dedicated to glass 

8-Petroupolis GRC
8-Konstantinos 
Petroupoli Building 13 in market square nowdays is a museum is black has a grill store* is a chocolate shop

8-Petroupolis GRC
8-Erikaiti 
Petroupoli Which one is an orthodox church?

Dormition church 
(with the Korniak 
Tower) *

Church of 
Corpus Cristi Church of Holy Eucharist

Church dedidated to 
assumption of Virgin 
Mary

8-Petroupolis GRC
8-Elpida 
Petroupoli Opera

is in a modern 
building

is decorated 
with a Freedom 
statue

was built when Lviv was the 
capital of Galicia which was 
part of Austro-Hungarian 
Empire*

has the same name 
through out her 
history

8-Lozova UKR Yana Koshlyak What can I buy at "Chocolyada"? caramel chocolate* fast food clothes

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/members/member/2709372

